
The impact of IMP math in a California

Partnership Academy Program

IMP = Interactive Math Program



Community Partnerships

Academy, Berkeley High

• Demographics of CP Academy:

• 55% African American

• 19% Latino

• 13% Mixed Ethnicities

• 12% White

• 30% parents with college

degrees

• 38% reported “disadvantaged”



CST Math Proficiency

Proficient
CPA
incoming
9th graders

• 06-07:  18%

• 07-08:  18.5%

• 08-09:  25%

BUSD teaches
Algebra 1 in
8th grade



Why We Adopted IMP

Our students
hated math

Over 80%
failed math
classes
repeatedly

Neither
teachers nor
students felt
successful

We were barely getting them to pass enough math to
graduate, and they weren’t becoming college-ready

Longer classes, repeating classes, all produced frustration



Heterogeneous teams tackling problems allowed a variety of learning styles to

become a strength. Real world problems sparked interest. Solving problems

made students feel smart and capable: they began to enjoy math!

IMP madeIMP made

math relevantmath relevant



Inquiry Method

• IMP students are
challenged to actively
explore open-ended
problems in a way that
closely resembles the
inquiry method used by
scientists and
mathematicians.

• Students experiment
with examples, look for
and articulate patterns,
and make, test, and
prove conjectures.



Problem-Based Units

• Each unit takes five to
eight weeks

• Is organized around a
central problem

• As students work
through a variety of
smaller problems, they
develop the underlying
skills and concepts they
need to solve the central
problem of the unit.



Students Persist in Math

Last year 20 of our 54

seniors completed

Calculus

This year 17 of our 51

seniors will complete

AP Statistics

This year 90% of our

seniors will have

completed the 3-year

UC/CSU math

requirement



IMP Curriculum Content

Algebra, geometry,

trigonometry,

statistics, pre-

calculus and

additional topics,

using calculators

and computer

technology, and

spiraling over the

course of four

years in an

integrated fashion



IMP2 example: What is the

best design for a honeycomb?
• How do bees use math to

maximize the amount of

honey for a given amount

of wax?

• Students explore volume

and surface area

• They discover a formula

for finding the area of a

regular polygon with fixed

perimeter, and the

relationship between area

and the # of sides



Then students explore…

• Area and the
Pythagorean
theorem, plus
trigonometry

• prisms whose bases
are regular polygons

• to find the shape
that gives maximum
volume for a given
surface area



IMP 2

Topics include the chi-square statistic, the
Pythagorean theorem, and linear
programming, and introduces students to a
variety of approaches to solving equations.

Problem contexts include measurement of
shadows, statistical comparison of
populations, the geometry of the
honeycomb, and maximization of profits in a
cookie store.



IMP 3

Topics include
combinatorics, derivatives,
and algebra of matrices.

Problems range from a
baseball pennant race and
population growth to
decision-making on land
use.



IMP 4

Topics include circular functions,

computer graphics, and statistical

sampling

Problem settings include a ferris-wheel

circus act and election polling



WE PUT ALL INCOMING 9th

GRADERS INTO IMP 2

• Heterogeneous classes

ensure positive academic

role models

• Project-based curriculum

builds team approach to

solving real world problems

• Starting IMP 2 in 9th grade

allows students to take

Calculus or AP Stat by 12th

grade

• We’d like a middle school to

pilot IMP 1 at the 8th grade

(instead of Algebra 1)



Formative Assessments include portfolios, presentations of
proofs, theorems, or problem solutions, regular checks on
Problems of the Week (POWs) and some homework
assignments.  Tests are not the primary form of assessment.

AssessmentAssessment



Summative

Assessment

• Because the CSTs
are not in any way
correlated to the
IMP curriculum
(not even the
“Integrated Math”
tests), they are
useless as
summative
assessments



IMP increases

student

success in

Math

CP Academy

African

American

students (60%

of the class of

2011) passed

the CAHSEE in

math at rates

significantly

higher than

African

Americans in

general at BHS

(63% versus

42%).



YET….. 

In 2008 CP Academy African AmericansIn 2008 CP Academy African Americans

in IMP 2 (including allin IMP 2 (including all  students with astudents with a

wide range of skill levels), didwide range of skill levels), did

significantly better on the CST tests thansignificantly better on the CST tests than

African Americans in the regularAfrican Americans in the regular

Geometry classes (which excludedGeometry classes (which excluded

studentsstudents  who had not passed Algebra 1).who had not passed Algebra 1).



Nevertheless, the CSTs are not a valid
measure of our student s math skills

They are not at all correlated to our
curriculum.
Therefore we constructed a pre- and post-
assessment using DATAWISE.
In fall 2009 it was given to all BHS IMP
classes in 3 Academies and one other
program.
It will be given again at the end of the year.



Value Added Analysis

We are working to use value-added analysis to
review the trajectory of our student s CST
scores from 7th and 8th grades, plotting
expected progress and comparing that to actual
achievement as measured by the new
assessments.
We believe we will see an increase in the rate
of growth as student motivation and confidence
in their math skills increases.



Why make another test?

It doesn’t communicate what
students really understand the way
a portfolio, or a presentation of a
theorem could.

But it can give our teachers
formative information to incorporate
into their curriculum planning.

It can allow us to quantify the
progress our students are making
relative to their own past growth.



Nationally Reknown Program
The IMP curriculum fulfills UC/CSU math
requirements.  IMP students have been accepted to
top schools, such as Yale, Harvard, Carnegie Mellon,
Columbia and many more.



Find out more

Check out the IMP website:   www.impmath.org


